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Abstract— Cognitive radios have been proposed as agile tech-
nologies to boost the spectrum utilization. This paper tackles the
problem of channel estimation and its impact on downlink trans-
missions in an underlay cognitive radio scenario. We consider
primary and cognitive base stations, each equipped with multiple
antennas and serving multiple users. Primary networks often
suffer from the cognitive interference, which can be mitigated
by deploying beamforming at the cognitive systems to spatially
direct the transmissions away from the primary receivers. The
accuracy of the estimated channel state information (CSI) plays
an important role in designing accurate beamformers that can
regulate the amount of interference. However, channel estimate is
affected by interference. Therefore, we propose different channel
estimation and pilot allocation techniques to deal with the channel
estimation at the cognitive systems, and to reduce the impact
of contamination at the primary and cognitive systems. In an
effort to tackle the contamination problem in primary and
cognitive systems, we exploit the information embedded in the
covariance matrices to successfully separate the channel estimate
from other users’ channels in correlated cognitive single input
multiple input (SIMO) channels. A minimum mean square error
(MMSE) framework is proposed by utilizing the second order
statistics to separate the overlapping spatial paths that create
the interference. We validate our algorithms by simulation and
compare them to the state of the art techniques.

I. I NTRODUCTION

The paradigm of cognitive radio has been proposed as a
promising agile technology that can revolutionize future of
telecommunications by breaking the gridlock of the wireless
spectrum [1]- [2]. Two initial hierarchal levels have been
defined: primary level and secondary level (the users within
each level are called primary users (PU) and cognitive users
(CU) respectively). Overlay, underlay and interweave are three
general techniques that can regulate the coexistence terms of
the two systems. The first two techniques permit simultane-
ous transmissions [3]- [4], which leads to better spectrum
utilization in comparison with the last one, which allocates
the spectrum to the cognitive system by detecting the absence
of the primary transmissions [5].

The use of multiple antennas at the primary and the
cognitive base stations has proven to be very useful for
the interference management in cellular networks [4]. These
characteristics make the multiple antenna techniques suitable
to limit the impact of the created interference by cognitive
transmissions on the primary receivers. Therefore, the accu-
racy of the CSI has an important role on the interference
avoidance performance [6]. In this work, we focus on the

CSI acquisition in an underlay cognitive network. The CSI
acquisition in time division duplexing (TDD) systems has been
handled in the literature by exploiting finite-length pilot se-
quences in the presence of cognitive interference. Recently, the
problem of non-orthogonality of training sequences has been
thoroughly investigated [6]- [9] in a multicell environment.
It is pointed out in [6] that pilot contamination degrades the
performance and a robust precoding technique is proposed to
face this challenge. Specifically, it is shown that the reuse
of sequences across interfering cells causes the interference
mitigation performance to rapidly degrade with the number
of antennas, and thereby undermines the benefits of MIMO
systems in cellular networks.

To allow the cognitive coexistence with the primary net-
work, the interference at both the estimation step and infor-
mation transmission should be limited in order not to degrade
the primary system. A definition of the interference constraint
imposed by the primary system can be illustrated as follows

• Contamination temperatureCth: The amount of the inter-
ference that can be tolerated by the primary base station
(PBS) at the channel estimation phase.

• Interference temperatureIth: The amount of the cognitive
downlink interference at the primary user (PU) receiver
that can be accepted by the primary system1.

In this paper, we study the performance of the primary and
cognitive networks considering a pilot reuse between these two
networks. We investigate the impact of the pilot reuse on the
accuracy of the estimation at the primary system. Moreover,
we examine the estimation procedure at the cognitive system
and investigate the tradeoff between the multiuser diversity and
the pilot contamination. Pilot allocation techniques at cognitive
base station (CBS) are used to reduce the contamination at
the primary and cognitive systems which consequently have
an impact on the downlink performance.

The adopted notations in the paper are as follows: we
use uppercase and lowercase boldface to denote matrices and
vectors. Specifically,IK denotes theK ×K identity matrix.
Let XT , X∗ andXH denote the transpose, conjugate, and
conjugate transpose of a matrixX respectively. The Kronecker
product of two matricesX andY is denotedX⊗Y. Let tr(X)

1Interference temperatureIth is usually defined for downlink transmissions
to design the beamforming at the cognitive system. This is out of scope of
this work and it is handled in [4].



denote the trace operation, andCN (a,R) is used to denote
the circularly symmetric complex Gaussian distribution, with
the meana and the covariance matrixR.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

Our model consists of primary cells with full spectrum reuse
that coexist with a cognitive network. Estimation of flat block
fading, narrow band channels in the uplink is considered. The
base station acquires the channel estimate through uplink pilots
transmitted by users. We assume that the pilot sequences, of
length τ symbols, are used by single-antenna users. All base
stations are equipped with anM -element uniform linear array
(ULA) of antennas. It is assumed that each primary user is
allocated an orthogonal pilot, so that no contamination occurs
within the primary network. However, this pilot may be reused
due to the limited resources by multiple cognitive users who
contribute to the contamination of both primary and cognitive
channel estimation. The pilot sequences used for estimating
the user channels are denoted bysi , [si1 . . . siτ ]

T ∈
C1×τ . The pilot symbols are normalized such that{|sij |2 =
Pt
τ
, ∀j ∈ τ}, wherePt is the total pilot power. For the sake

of simplicity, we assume single PBS and CBS, where PUs
use orthogonal pilots and these pilots are reused to estimate
the CU’s channel with respect to CBS with the possibility
of reusing pilots within the cognitive systems. The users’
channel vectors are assumed to beCM×1 Rayleigh fading with
correlation due to the finite multipath angle spread seen from
the base station (BS) side. The channel between userx and BS
z is denotedhxz ∼ CN (0, αxzRxz) ∈ CM×1, whereαxz is
the attenuation from the userx to BSz. We denote the channel
covariance matrixRxz ∈ CM×M . We use the notation ofP ,
C for primary system and cognitive system elements (i.e. BS
or users) respectively. As multiple CUs exist in the system, we
use the indexj to distinguish the different CUs. Considering
the transmission ofsi sequence, theM × τ signal baseband
symbols sampled at the PBS can be simplified as

YP = hPP s
T
i +

∑

∀j∈Ki

hCP,js
T
i +NP , (1)

wherehPP is the channel of interest at PBS. The sampled
baseband signal at CBS

YC = hPCs
T
i +

∑

∀j∈Ki

hCC,js
T
i +NC (2)

wherehSS,j is the channel to be estimated at CBS. Moreover,
Ki denotes the set of all CUs who use the training sequence
si simultaneously with the primary user.NS ,NP ∈ CM×τ

denotes the spatially and temporally white complex additive
Gaussian noise (AWGN) with element-wise varianceσ2 at
CBS and PBS respectively. As we study the impact of reusing
a single pilot in the primary and cognitive system, the pilot
indices can be dropped. Furthermore, we assume that the
cognitive uplink transmissions are synchronized with primary
uplink transmissions. The contamination can occur in two
cases:
• The contamination is created at the estimation process at

PBS due to the reused pilots in the cognitive system.

• The contamination is created in the estimation process
at CBS due to the reused pilots in both cognitive and
primary systems.

A. Channel Model

We consider a uniform linear array (ULA) at the BSs whose
response vector can be expressed as

a(ω) = [1 e−jω . . . e−j(M−1)ω]T (3)

where ω = 2πd sin θ
λ

, d is the antenna spacing at the base
station,λ is the signal wavelength andθ is angle of arrival
of a single path. Assuming a flat fading channel, the received
signal at the base station can be expressed as a multipath model
utilizing the response array vector as

h =

Q∑

i=1

γia(ωi) (4)

where γi is a complex random gain factor,ωi depends on
the angleθi of the ith path,Q is the number of paths. A
general correlation structure can be well approximated for
limited angular spread by [14]

R = DaB
σωDHa

where σω = 2π dλσθ cos θ, Da = diag[a(ω)]. σθ is the
standard deviation of the angular spread. The matrixBσω

depends on the angular spread of the multipath components.
The angular distribution is Gaussianω ∈ N (0, σ2ω), and it can
be written as

[Bσω (m,n)] = e((m−n)
√
3δω)

2/2. (5)

Whenω is uniformly distributed over[−δω, δω], the covariance
has the following structure

[Bδω (m,n)] =
sin((m− n)δω)
(m− n)δω

. (6)

andσω =
√
3δω.

Theorem [11] 1: The asymptotic normalized rank of the
Toeplitz channel covariance matrixR with antenna separation
d and angle of arrivalθ and angular spread is given by

ρ = min{1, B(d, θ, δω)}, (7)

whereB(d, θ, δω) = |d sin(θ − δω)− d sin(θ + δω)|.
From theorem 1, it can be noted that the rank of the user’s
covariance is a function of the angular spread and direction of
arrivals. The users’ positions with respect to the surrounding
BSs have a direct impact on their channels, and as conse-
quence the estimation procedures of these channels. As a
result, employing pilot allocation techniques that take into the
account the user’s natural separability can boost the quality of
estimation at both PBS and CBS.



B. The CSI acquisition at the primary and cognitive systems

The covariance information of the target users and in-
terfering users can be acquired exploiting resource blocks
where the desired user and interference users are known to
be assigned pilot sequences at different times. Alternatively,
this information can be obtained using the knowledge of the
approximate users’ positions and the type of the angular spread
at BS side exploiting the correlation equations (5)-(6). In this
work, we assume two levels of covariance knowledge

• Coordinated knowledge, in which the PBS and CBS
have covariance information between themselves and the
primary and cognitive users.

• Cognitive knowledge, in which only the CBS has the
covariance knowledge between itself and all users in both
systems.

Depending on correlation information availability on the CBS
and PBS, we propose different estimation and pilot allocation
techniques in the following sections.

III. C HANNEL ESTIMATION FOR UNDERLAY COGNITIVE

SCENARIO

Utilizing the multiple antenna ULA structure, we propose
a modified estimator with the target of decontaminating the
reused pilots in the cognitive network. Our estimator exploits
the information in the second order statistics of the channel
vectors. The covariance matrices seize the required informa-
tion of distribution (mainly mean and spread angle) of the
multi-path signals at the base station [13] and as shown in
(5),(6). We define a training matrixS = s ⊗ IM , such that
SHS = τIM . Then, the received training signal at the primary
base station can be expressed as

yP = S
(
hPP +

∑

∀j∈Ki

hSP,j

)
+ nP (8)

wherenx ∈ CMτ×1 = vec(Nx), x ∈ {S, P} is the sampled
noise at PBS. The sampled signal at CBS can be formulated
as

yC = S
(
hPS +

∑

∀j∈Ki

hSS,j

)
+ nS . (9)

A. Naive Mean Square Error Estimation

The estimator does not consider the interference at the
estimation process and can be formulated as

Gn = RPP (RPP + σ
2I)−1SH . (10)

B. Coordinated Minimum Mean Square Estimation

The estimator at the PBS and CBS can be respectively
expressed as

GP = RPP

(

S(RPP +
∑

i

RSP,i)S
H +

σ2

τ
I

)−1
, (11)

GC = RSS

(

S(RSP +
∑

i

RSS,i)S
H +

σ2

τ
I

)−1
. (12)

From (11), it can be noted that the estimator at the PBS is a
function of all CUs’ subspaces that utilize the same training

sequence, which raises the question about the possibility of
acquiring the CUs’ second order statistics related to PBS.
To reduce the impact of the contamination, the cognitive
system should have a pilot allocation strategy to reduce the
contamination on the primary system and cognitive system.

1) Mean Square Error Performance:The estimation errors
at the PBS and CBS respectively can be expressed as

ηp = tr

(
RPP −R

2
PP

(
RPP +

∑

∀j∈Ki

RSP,j +
σ2

τ
I

)−1)
(13)

ηS =
∑

∀j∈Ki

tr

(
RSS,j −R

2
SS,j

(
RPS +

∑

∀l∈Ki

RSS,l +
σ2

τ
I

)−1)
.(14)

From the previous equations, it can be concluded that the
mean square errors at PBS and CBS are functions of the
subspaces of the cognitive interfering users.
C. Primary Cognitive MMSE Estimator

To minimize the MSE at the PBS, the contamination con-
straint should be taken into consideration. The mean square
error can be formulated as

Ep = E{

(

hPP − γ
−1GPS

( ∑

∀j∈Ki

hSP,j + hP,P + np
)
)

×

(

hPP − γ
−1GPS(

∑

∀j∈Ki

hSP,j + hPP + np)

)H

}.(15)

The optimization problem that takes into the account the
contamination effect can be formulated as

min
GP ,γ

Ep

s.t. tr(GPG
H
P ) ≤ P

tr(GPS
∑
∀j∈Ki

RSP,jS
HGHP ) ≤ Cth.

(16)

To solve the previous optimization problem, we need to
express the associated Lagrange equation as

L(GP ) = tr

(

RPP − γ
−1GPSRPP − γ

−1RPPS
HGHP

+ γ−2GS(
∑

∀j∈Ki

RSP,j +RPP + σI)S
HGHP

)

+ λ(tr(GPG
H
P )− P )

+ μ

(

tr(GPS
∑

∀j∈Ki

RSP,jS
HGHP )− Cth

)

(17)

where γ indicates a scaling factor for the received signal.
The corresponding Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions for
L(G) can be written as

− γ−1RPPS
H + γ−2GPS

∑

∀j∈Ki

(RSP,j +RPP )S
H

+ λGP + μGPS
∑

∀j∈Ki

RSP,jS
H = 0, (18)

+ γ−2tr(GPRPPS+ γ
−2RPPS

HGHP

− 2γ−3GPS(
∑

∀j∈Ki

RSP,j +RP,P + σI)S
HGHP ) = 0,

λ ≥ 0, tr(GPG
H
P )− P ≤ 0, (19)

μ ≥ 0, tr(GPS
∑

∀j∈Ki

RSP,jS
HGHP )− Cth ≤ 0, (20)



λ

(

tr(GPG
H
P )− P

)

= 0, (21)

μ

(

tr(GPS
∑

∀j∈Ki

RSP,jS
HGHP )− Cth

)

= 0.(22)

From (18), we can formulate the modified MSE estimator as
follows

GP = γRPP

(
RPP + ζ1

∑

∀j∈Ki

RSP,j + ζ2I
)−1
SH (23)

where ζ1 = γμ, ζ2 = γλ, ζ2 = M
τP
− 2Cthζ1

σ2τP
. The final

estimator can be expressed as

GP = γRPP

(

RPP + ζ1
∑

∀j∈Ki

RSP,j +

(
Mσ2 − 2Cthζ1

σ2τP

)
I

)−1

SH . (24)

To determine the values ofζ1, we need to define the following
function

f(μ) = tr({P
∑

∀j∈Ki

RSP,j − CthI}GP (μ)G
H
P (μ)). (25)

In order to ensure that the contamination does not exceed
the threshold, this condition should be consideredf(μ) ≤
0. This condition results in Cth

tr(GP (μ)S
∑
j RSP,jS

HGHP (μ))
>

P
tr(GP (μ)GHP (μ))

which makesγ =
√

P
tr(GP (μ)GHP (μ))

. The

value of ζ∗ can be evaluated at CBS and passed to PBS as
the knowledge of second order statistics is available at CBS.

1) Mean Square Error Performance:The contamination
temperature can be translated into mean square error con-
straint. The MSE can be evaluated using (24), and has the
following formulation:

ηp = tr
(
RPP −R

2
PP

(
RPP + ζ

∗
∑

∀j∈Ki

RSP,j + I
)−1)

. (26)

It can be noted that MSE is a function of the contamination
temperature. By increasing the contamination temperature, the
MMSE estimator reduces to the same formulation as the
typical MMSE estimator.

IV. PILOT DECONTAMINATION USING PILOT ALLOCATION

To enhance the quality of estimation, we introduce pilot
allocation algorithms to assign the pilot to the set of the
secondary users that span distinct subspaces with respect to the
PU and the set of cognitive user. Moreover, this pilot allocation
can simplify the estimation at the PBS by assigning the same
training sequence to a suitable set of CUs in the cognitive
networks.

A. Optimal Pilot Allocation

To find the optimal pilot allocation that achieves the mini-
mum MSE across the networks, we need to exhaustively search
all possible combinations. To simplify the search, we proposed
low complexity greedy algorithms to find the suboptimal set
of cognitive users that can simultaneously utilize the same
training sequence with the primary users. These algorithms
can be summarized as follows

B. Greedy MSE Minimizing Pilot Allocation Algorithm

We adopt the MSE as a metric to optimize the pilot
allocation algorithm. Define the set of the CUs that utilizes
the training sequences as Us, and the set of CUs thatmay
allocate the same pilot with PUU . Define the mean square
error metric as follows

ηp(P,Us) = RPP
(
RPP +

∑

i∈Us

RSP,i +
σ2

τ
I)−1, (27)

ηs(P,Us) =
∑

j∈Us

RSS,j(RPS +
∑

i∈Us⊂U

RSS,i +
σ2

τ
I)−1. (28)

It should be noted that these pilot allocation algorithms are
designed at cognitive system deployment, so they are functions
of the relative positions of the cognitive users and primary user.

A.1 Greedy Pilot AllocationAlgorithm

• To reduce the pilot contamination at PBS
1) Initialize the set of CUs that may allocate the same training

sequence with theith PU U(si) = φ.
2) If the PU allocates the training sequence ofsi,
argmin
j∗∈C

ηp(P,U ∪ {j})s.t. U ← U ∪ {j∗}.

3) if ηp < ζth, go to step 1.
• To reduce the pilot contamination within the cognitive system

1) Initialize Us = φ
2) k∗ = argmin

k∈U
ηs(P,Us ∪ {k}), Us ← Us ∪ {k∗}.

It can be noted that if the cognitive users are located in
distinct position, they span different subspaces which can
reduce the probability of having contamination in the primary
and cognitive estimate. Therefore, this has a direct impact on
the interference avoidance based technique in the downlink
transmissions.

C. Heuristic Pilot Allocation
Another pilot allocation that can handle a generic estimation

technique is to assign the pilot based on the users spatial
separability. We propose a new metric to express the amount
of overlap in subspaces

δpSP,i =
tr
(
RPPRSP,i

)

tr(RPP )tr(RSP,i)
(29)

where 0 ≤ δpSP,i ≤ 1. When δpS,P,i is close to 1, the users
span highly overlapped subspaces, but whenδpS,P,i is close to
0, the users span a highly separated subspaces. To express the
concatenated subspaces of the CUs overlapping with a PU, we
define the following metric

δpSP =
tr
(
RPP

∑C
i=1,i 6=lRSP,i

)

tr(RPP )tr(
∑C
i=1,i 6=lRSP,i)

. (30)

If we define the semi-orthogonality threshold values between
the primary system and CUs asδp, and between the CUsδs,
The pilot allocation algorithm can be written as



A.2 δp, δs Heuristic PilotAllocation

• δp step to reduce the contamination at PBS
1) Initialize the set of CU that may allocate the same training

sequence with theith PU U(si) = φ.
2) ∀j ∈ C, δpSP,j ≤ δp, U(si)← U(si) ∪ j.

• δs step to reduce the contamination at CBS
1) Initialize Us = φ
2) k∗ = argmin

k∈U
δs(P,Us ∪ k), Us ← Us ∪ {k∗}.

D. User Grouping Based Pilot Allocation

User grouping has been proposed in [12] for the purpose of
utilizing the users’ correlation matrices to virtually sectorize
the BS based on users’ channel statistics due to the rank lim-
itation stated by Theorem (1). To simplify the pilot allocation
and the estimation at the both systems, we cluster the PUs and
CUs into different groups such that each user should belong to
two different groups. The first set of groupsGP,g is related to
PBS and the other oneGC,g is related to CBS. These groups
are designed according to these guidelines

• The cognitive users in the same group should have chan-
nel covariance eigenspace spanning a common subspace,
which identifies the group.

• The subspaces of the group should span mutually or-
thogonal subspaces or disjoint ones (i.e. the groups have
non-overlapping ). TheGP,g : GP,g ⊂ GP,g,∩gGP,g =
φ,∪gGP,g = GP , GC,g : GC,g ⊂ GC ,∩gG

i
C,g = φ.

• The CUs distribution among PBS groups has no relation
to their distribution among CBS ones.

These factors depend on the users’ relative positions with re-
spect to BSs (PBS, CBS) and the local scattering environment.
We use the chordal distance as a metric to assess the similarity
among the users, which makes it suitable for users grouping.
Given two matricesX ∈ CM×r, Y ∈ CM×r their chordal
distance denoted bydc(X,Y) is defined by

dc(X,Y) = ‖XX
H −YYH‖2F . (31)

The group subspaces for the CUs are defined as
QSP,g,QSS,g ∈ CM×r : g = 1, . . . ,G are assumed to
be known and fixed a priori based on users’ geometric
distribution wherer defines the rank ofQSS,g,QSP,g , and
Uk,x is the kth users dominant eigenvectors. Assuming we
haveM groups, we can group the users using the following
algorithm

• Selectx = SP or x = SS
• for g = 1, . . . ,G, setGx,g = φ
• for m = 1, . . . ,M

dc(Ux,m,Qx,g) = ‖Ux,mU
H
x,m −Qx,gQ

H
x,g‖

2
F . (32)

Find the minimum distance

g = argmin
g

dc(Ux,m,Qx,g), (33)

and add userk to groupg, Gx,g = Gx,g ∪ k.

It is obvious that the performance depends on the selection of
the predefined subspacesQx,g.

Acronym Estimationscheme Equation
number

NMMSE Naive Minimum Mean Square Es-
timation

(10)

MMSE Minimum Mean SquareEstimation (11)
CMMSE Cognitive Minimum Mean Square

Estimation
(24)

TABLE I

THE LIST OF ADOPTED ESTIMATION IN SIMULATION

Acronym Pilot AllocationScheme algorithm
number

MPA Mean square error pilotallocation A.1
HPA Heuristic pilot allocation A.2
UGPA User grouping pilotallocation A.3
RPA Random pilotallocation

TABLE II

THE LIST OF ADOPTED PILOT ALLOCATION IN SIMULATION

1) Qx,g determination: The set of{Qx,g}, g = 1, . . . ,Gx
are chosen to span disjoint subspaces by assuming distinct
angular spread or have a minimal overlap with the other
group which can be found using the chordal distance metric
as follows

d(Q̂x,g, Q̂
H
x,j) = argmin ‖Qx,jQ

H
x,j − Q̂x,gQ̂

H
x,g‖

2
F . (34)

The user grouping is performed once for fixed users position.
Based on the grouping, we propose a new pilot allocation
algorithm

A.3 Group Based PilotAllocation

• PBS selects thejth PU.
• Acquiring this information, CBS finds the groupQS,P,j∈g∗

that falls within the selected PU subspace.
• Select thek ∈ QSP,g∀g 6∈ g∗

• Find the subspace that has the minimum chordal distancel∗ =
argmin

l
d(QSP,l,QPP,j∈g∗ ).

The user grouping pilot allocation can be combined with any

of the described estimation techniques NMMSE, MMSE and
CMMSE.

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In order to assess the performance of the proposed schemes,
simulations of cognitive and primary systems have been per-
formed. The assumed scenario: single PU,20 SUs,10 antennas
at CBS and PBS, the angular spread is assumed to be30◦

uniformly distributed at CBS ULA with overlap of6◦. These
parameters are applied in the following simulations unless
otherwise stated. The users channels are assumed to have the
formulation of (4), and undergo the correlation (5), (6). The
studied metric is the normalized sum mean square error, which
can be expressed for PBS and CBS respectively as

ηP = 10 log10(
‖ĥPP − hPP ‖2

‖hPP ‖
) (35)

ηC = 10 log10(

∑
j ‖ĥSS,j − hSS,j‖

2

∑
j ‖hSS,j‖

). (36)



Fig. (1) depicts the comparison among the different pilot
allocation strategies with respect to cell edge SNR. The mean
square error performance for pilot allocation in the cognitive
system is studied, for nominal reuse factor of3. It can be noted
that the random pilot allocation has the worst performance in
comparison with the other techniques. This can be explained
by the fact that RPA does not pay any attention about the
separability between the SU and PU and or the other SUs.
On the other hand, MSE based pilot allocation techniques
outperform all techniques. User grouping and heuristic pilot
allocation achieve a comparable performance with respect to
MPA with the advantage of reduced complexity.
Figure (2) illustrates the contamination and its impact on MSE
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Fig. 1. Cognitive system MSE vs cell edge SNR

performance of the PU. It can be clearly noted that the CU
existence has a powerful impact on the estimation process.
The modified MMSE estimator with MPA has a superior
performance in the rejection of the interference especially at
SNR, due to its capability of limiting the interference to certain
value. On other hand, using RPA at the CBS has a very harmful
impact on the estimation at PBS since it does not take into the
account the spatial separability between the CUs and the PU.
The user grouping PA and heuristic PA show less impact on
PU in comparison with RPA, which motivates their usefulness
due their simple implementation.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we discussed the impact of pilot contamination
during channel estimation and its influence on primary and
cognitive systems. We presented and studied the performance
of different MMSE techniques. We proposed modified esti-
mation and pilot allocation techniques to tackle the primary-
cognitive hierarchy. They enabled enhanced estimation by
reducing the overlap in the interfering subspaces and boosting
the separation in the signals through allocating the same
pilot to CUs that has distinct spatial characteristics from PU.
Moreover, different pilot allocation techniques are proposed to
enhance the estimation and to reduce the impact of contam-
ination on the two systems. The performance of introduced
algorithms was investigated and compared to current state
of the art techniques. From the simulation results, it can be
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concluded that the proposed MMSE estimation techniques
combined with pilot allocations provide considerable gains
over the traditional techniques.
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